Dear Rose of Lima Families,

We’re excited to share that students entering grade 7 will be using IXL over the summer to retain skills and concepts practiced throughout the year. With thousands of skills that match our curriculum, as well as insights into student progress, IXL is a great resource to help your child excel.

During summer break, students will practice each of the IXL skills below and reach a SmartScore of 80 or higher. Please sign this checklist and have your child return it to school on the first day back from break.

**IXL – Seventh Grade Math**

- A.5  Greatest common factor  SmartScore ________
- A.6  Least common multiple  SmartScore ________
- G.1  Add and subtract fractions  SmartScore ________
- G.3  Add and subtract mixed numbers  SmartScore ________
- G.9  Multiply fractions  SmartScore ________
- G.10 Multiply mixed numbers  SmartScore ________
- G.12 Divide fractions  SmartScore ________
- F.2  Equivalent fractions  SmartScore ________
- F.3  Write fractions in lowest terms  SmartScore ________
- F.5  Least common denominator  SmartScore ________
- F.8  Convert between mixed numbers and improper fractions  SmartScore ________
- M.3  Unit Prices  SmartScore ________

Student Name  ________________________________________________________________

Parent Signature  ______________________________________________________________
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